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ÀBSTRACT

The validity of the theories of stripe domain stabiliLy

were tested when the magnet,ic field H was applied parallel

and perpendicular to the [1 1 1 ] norma] of bubble garnet

f i Ims.

The procedure requires the results of different. magnetic

measurements, âs a function of applied field H' to be con-

sistent with the calculations based on an "*pr.ssion for the

energy per unit volume of the stripe lattice. Specially, the

procedure is evaluated by a comparison of the. magnetically

determined thickness to the corresponding optical vaIue.

The experimental input parameters which we used are out-

lined bel-ow. For H parallet to the [111] easy axis experi-

mental- values for the sample's initial susceptibility and

the stripe collapse fie1d, Hsc, v¡ere obtained, using an es-

tablished ÀC technique. For H along an in-plane <110> direc-

tion the field required to eliminate the domain struc-

turerHf, is obtained. FinaIly ferromagnetic resonance

experiments provided vaLues of 2Ku/Ms-4ïMs and K t/ur; where

Ku and Kr are the uniaxial and cubic anisotropy constants'

and Ms ís the sample's saturation magnetization, These ex-

perimental parameters provide a consistent set of t, 4-nVrs,p,
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and HK . Here t is the effective magnetic thickness , þ tlne

characteristic ler,gth and H¡ =Z(u{/.s+x1/us is the ef f ective

anisotropy field.

The results are summarized as follows:

In the case when the magnetic field H is appLied

along the normal of (11i) bubble garnet fj.lms, the

theory of Kooy and Enz * is good enough to describe

the stabitity condition of the stripe domains.

t^ihen an in-pIane magnetic field is applied to (111)

f i lms in <1 1 0> di rect i on, Druyvesteyn ' s theory ** i s

not sufficient to describe the behaviour of the

stripe domains in this case. Àfter considering the

effects of cubic anisoiropy and the demagnetízíng en-

ergy on the wa}l energy and the total energyr H€

found that this modified model gave good agreement

between the thickness from two indeoendent measure-

ments.

* C.Kooy and U.Enz,Philips Res. Repts.15,7(1960)
** W.F.Druyvesteyn, J.W.F.Dorleijn and P.J.Rijnierse,

J.App1. Phys .44,2397 (1973\
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

Stripe domains in bubble garnet films with the easy axls

of magnetization perpendicular to the film surface have been

studied for many years. Kooy and Enz t1l provided a theoreÈ-

ical and experimental account of the behavior of such do-

mains in a fietd applied perpendicular to the film surface'

Druyvesteyn et al. l2l studied the ¡ehavior of the domains

in an applied in-plane field. Shimada et al t3l had report-

ed their experimental findings on domains in arbitrarily

oriented fields,and Yang and Mu1er I ] provided a theory to

account for Shimada's observations. It is the purpose of

this work to give a demonstration of a nev¡ method which

could be used to check the validity of t'he theories of the

stripe domain stability conditions in the two cases when the

magnetic field H is applied para1lel to the (111) plane or

perpendicular to it.

Maartense et aI.[5] developed a low frequency suscepti-

bility technique which needs one parameter, either film

thicknessrtror domain stripewidthrw, to be measured optical-

Iy¡ then, respectively, w or t can be obtained from the ini-

tial susceptibility, frl-=)=7., and the saturation magneLiza-

1-
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tíon, 4rr[s, is then deduced f rom the stripe collapse f ield

Hsc.By making use of the theory of Kooy and Enz [1], and the

stability conditions given by Thiele [6],Uaartense et aI.

had shown some graphs which can be used to obtain the rela-

tions between the normalized stripe collapse field ttsc/4rrus

and ¿he normalized characteristic Iength L/i. This relation

is useful for the present purpose and is plotted in Fig.l.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
0.24

Fi9.1 Normalized stripe collapse field versus

normalized characteristic length

a
I
F
-Þ

a

l.iith the measured value of Hsc and the help of Fig.1, $te

can plot a line which relates 4ÌMs to 9/t for a given Hsc. A

typical graph is shown in Fig.2
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Fig.2 Saturation magnetization versus normalized

characteristic length for a given stripe collapse field

Druyvesteyn et al.l2l naa studied the stability condition

for stripe domains when the magnetic field H was applied in

the film plane, see Fig.3 . The met,hod consists of applying

a f ield H¡r paralle1 to the plane of the sample, and thus

perpendicular to the easy direction of magnetizat,ion, and

observing the critical field Hf at which the stripe donrain

pattern disappears. The energy per unit volume of the stripe

lattice used in their calcuLation is
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, =4a1(uco s 2 Or-ì'ls H,, c o s 0 g

pressed as

o=4 (AKu ll/z

+BrMs2Ðsin20o !
+ -3E T' n=odd

I r-exp , -tD"t,1
;T (1.ì)

$here Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, D=2wris the

domain period, and 6 is the domain rvall energy which is ex-

0¡
r
o

Icos'u-,*il' )ccso-cos'oo*,*, cosgo lr/2ae (1.2)

per unit arearwhere A ís the exchange consiant. The expres-

sion (1"1) is valid as long as the thickness of the waII is

small compared to the vridth of ihe strípe domaiñs.

þ w'f
D --+l

Fig.3 The geometry of the bubble f ilrn.

The magnetization insid,e the domains is
indicated by arrows.The platelet is

infinitely large in the X and z directions.

By setting the first derivatives of E Hith respect to 0o

and D/t to zero, respectively, and using t,he stability con-

dit,ion of the stripe domains, i,eo,

T
t
l.

I
I
¡
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â2e

ð0 o A (D/t)-(

Hl/Hr as a function

H¡ i s, according

(r.3)

of uf /4tus (as

to their defini-

)2 =Q

they obtained a Plot of

is shown in Fig.4),where

tion , ZRu/Ms.

I

!
I

o.f

o,8

o.25

I /t=
paraineter

+6
¡1fl/4-rius

Fig.4 Plot of ul/Hx as a function of tlf/4rrus

illustrating the deviation of Hf from H¡

(after Druyvesteynret âl.,Ref .2)

HÍ I.O

Hr qc

o.'l

It is quite easy to

certain relation wítn g/t

o.6

o.$ ao

see from Fig.4 that U'!¡/4trVrs has a

for a given value of H/f /Hr. Since

can be measured experimentally, itboth uf and 2ttulns-4nus
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is usef ul t,o replot the l ines in Fig.4 in another wâY, i , e. ,

¡trtis versvs 2/t f or a given vaLue of Hf /(2xu/Us-4¡-Ms), ês

is shown in Fig.5

In general, the curves in Fig.2 and F.ig.5 are not paral-

lel when they are plotted on the same graph, and they must

intersect each other somewhere. This intersection can be

used, in principle, to obtain the magnetic thickness and the

other static parameters of the bubbte garnet films. Thenrwe

can compare the thickness obtained in this lray with the op-

tical one of the same sample on the assumption that two val-

ues are almost the same for practical bubble fil'ms. In this

way, we can check the validity of two t,heories of domain

stabilities. In practice, however, it vtas f ound that some

modification of the energy term in equations (1.1) and (1.2)

must be made in order to get reasonable results. The modi-

fication will be discussed in Chapter III.
l
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Fig.S 4rrMs versus !./t f or a given value of

Hf /(2xu/us-4nMs) ;the calculation is based

on the stability condition of the stripe domains

when an in-pIane field Hu is applied.

The energy term is expressed as Eq.(1.1).
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Chapter II

EXPERIMENTAL ÀPPARATUS

SPEC?ROMETER

A block diagram of a KU-band microwave spectrometer for a

transmission cavity is shown in Fig.6.

A NARDÀ Model 438 klystron pos¡er supply was used to sup-

ply the necessary voltages and current to th; Varian x-12

Ku-band reflex klystron. À number of microwave devices, such

as EH turiers and isolators, were used to optimize the match-

ing of the various components of the spectrometer. The fre-

quency was measured by wave meter. The frequency drifting

caused by temperature fluctuations ÌIas minimized by putting

the klystron into an oil bath which was maintained at a con-

stant temperature by circulating cool water through a copper

tube inserted into the oil bath. A frequency stabilizer man-

ufactured by Teltronics rl¡as also used to lock the klystron

frequency to a reference cavity frequency. In the present

experiment, only one cavity r¡as used which functioned as

both reference and experimental cavity. The quality factor

of the cavity , Q, wâs estimated as 500-1000ras determined

by measuring the frequencies which correspond to the gain of

8-
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-3db. The sample was put on the cavity wall during the re-

sonance measurement at a position where t,he microwave mag-

netic field was a maximum.

À PÀR Model 120 lock-in amplifier ï¡as used to amplify the

resonance signal from the detector to drive an X-Y recorder.

The frequency of the modulation signal produced by the lock-

in amplifier was about 1.5 kHz. The modulation signal was

fed into the Helmho1tz coils after being amplified. The peak

value of the modulation field was 10-20 Oe. which was much

smaller than the width of the resonance curves. The phase

knob was adjusted carefully to maximize the output during

the experiment.

The magnetic field was supplied by a Varian Fieldial mag-

net with a 6.5 cm gap between the poles. Magnetic fields up

to 10 kilo-Oersteds could be attained. The magnetic field

was read out directly from the dial whose calibration accu-

racy vras about 0.2 eo in t,his range. The control unit also

had a sweep function and the sweeping time could be adjusted

from 0.5 minutes to 100 minutes, and the sweeping range

could be adjusted from 250 milli-Oersteds to 10 kilo-Oerst-

eds. Most frequently, a sweep time of 2.5 minutes and a

sweep range of 2.5 kilo-Oersteds þ¡ere used.
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) 2 ÀC SUSCEPTIB]LITY APPARATUS

The AC susceptibifitY technique

Maartense[7]. The block diagram

apparatus is shown in Fig.7

was discussed

of the basic

in deLail by

susceptibility

Fig.7 Block diagram of the basic susceptibility

apparatus (af ter Maart,ense, Re f. .7)

Two LC resonators operate at the same f requencY d, ç'hich

is usually determined by one of the resonators configured as

an oscillator. If the presence of a magnetic material caus-

es a differential change aL in the self-inductance of the

sensor coil- L¡ the resulting phase diffrence oÉ is used as

the error signal within a feedback loop v¡hich keeps aê nomi-

nally at zero. The controL element is a multiplier circuit

operating as an effective reactance by having as one of its

inputs a signal proportional to the integral of the sensor

Asin(t:1a"P¡

ASinc,¡t
Phase

Det.



voltage

about 1

ranges

12

. The response times of the system are chosen io be

0 ms when operating with f=10kHz. The sensor field

from 1 to 10 Oersteds peak to peak.

The bias coil was driven by a KEPCO bipolar operational

power supply which could supply a maximum DC current oî

about 5 A,which corresponds with the maximum bias field oi

over 500 Oersteds which would be used to measure the stripe

collapse field and the initial susceptibility. The bias

field was calibrated by the known stripe fieid ol a sample,

and vras read on a digital multimeter. The Same parameter oi

each sample was measured at least three timet :o obtain the

average value in order to reduce the f luctua--ion cauSed b1'

some sources such as , for example, the fluctuation of' the

temperature of the coils during the measurement. For ihe

samples with high stripe collapse field, care was taken to

avoid the coils' becoming too ltarm. A materia j., GdzOs, nas

used to calibrate the initial susceptibility. The slteep rate

of the field was controlled manually.

2.3 SPECTROPHOTOMETER

À CARY recording spectrophotometer Model 14 lras used to ob-

tain the opticai- thickness of the films. The samples l¡ere

cleaned with acetone to remove possible concamination by

grease and then dried in air. The sweeping range ltas irom

0.4 to 2.6 microns in wavelength, There e¡ere tvo light

channels, one !¡as the reference channel and the other the

:l
ì:
::r'
ìt)

L



signal channel . The f i lrns v¡ere measured

the reference was set up by measuring the

output without anything in either channel,

as a reference. The theoretical calculation

Chapter V.

13

immediately after
intensity of the

i . e. , using air
will be given in



Chapter III
ÀC SUSCEPTTBILITY ÀND DOMÀTN INSTABILTTY

CRYSTAL ÀtIGNMENT

wit,h hac, the sensor f ield, normal to the f ilm plane and

the bias field held at zero, the susceptibility as a func-

tion of in-p1ane field, Hu, has the same general behavior as

is seen with optical techniques by other people-l7],[8]. In

the vicinity of the effective anisotropy field H¡, a 6-foIC

patiern of maxima is seen as H,, is rotated through the <110>

directions in the plane. Typical data are shown in Fig.8

A bump appears at a position which we have marked as

H,,=Hlf when H,, is applied in a <110> direction. This phenom-

enon can be observed on many samples. The 6-fold symmetry

together with the bump were used to align the magnetic fietd

H,, in the <110> direction if necessary. The accuracy was be-

Iieved to be within 12 degrees

- 14 -
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Fig.8 zero-bias susceptibility data. (a) H,,

oriented in a <112> direction. (¡) Hn oriented

in a <110> direction in the film plane.

3.2 DOMÀIN INSTABILITY WHEN H TS ALONG <110> DIRECTION

I.fith an in-p1ane magnetic f ield H¡ applied along a <110> di-

rection, the total energy per unit volume of the stripe lat-

tice may be r¡ritten âs r with the help of Fig.3,

E=4**o"o=2 0 s -r{sa,, cos0 o *rq{å"osb 0 o *å=inq 0 s ) +

T =?5" C

Hbias=o

(110)

ä

*16nl'is2 sin2 ?o ,D, i [1_exp (-Znrrtfl f
( r+ Æ) ir 3 " n=odd

(3.1)
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where

o---the domain r¡al} energy per unit area

Ku---uniaxial anÍsotropy constant

K r ---cubic an i sot ropy const,ant

f =1+2trus/xu

for (111) fiIms.

Unl i ke Druyvesteyn lzJ, l¡e include the cubiè ani-

sotropy energy term in the total energy expression, since

?re found t.his term is not negligible compared with other

terms when an in-p1ane field is applied.The last term is the

demagnetizing energy due to the free magnetic -poles on the

film surface. The lts-correction' due to the redistribution

of the free poles on the film surface caused by internal

field is taken into consideration here.

The domain wall energy o(0o,H^,D/t) per unit area of wali,

written in general form, is

o(90 ,4,D/E)=2Ã t g ( 0 ,D / E) -g ( I o ,D / t) -Msu,p os 0 +l'tsrtFo s 0 s cf9

.2)

where g(O,o/t) is. the energy term other than the energy oi

magnetization in a f ield H', Isee Àppendix A].

The physical meaning of expression (3.2) is that the do-

main wall energy is the energy difference between two states

with and v¡ithout the existence of the wall. In principle,we

"t
-0 o

,r5
l

(3

liì

ä,,l:
lt:
,!:a

¡:i
lr,

jj.L
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shalI consider all energy terms. In practice,an infinitely

thin wall is usualiy considered, and only the uniaxial ani-

sotroPY energy is taken into consideration. Thi.s

approximation is justified in many cases.In fact, how-

ever,the waI1 has finite width, the magnetizaÈion inside the

wall rotates from - 0o to + 0o if v¡e consider the wa1l as a

simple Bloch wall.There is certainly some contribution to

the waI1 energy from demagnetizing energy which has angular

dependence as shown in Eq. ( 3. 1 ) . Espec ially , the magnet i.za-

tion in the centre of the wall contributes nothing to the

free magnetic poles on the film surfacernor does it to the

demagnetizing energy. It is doubtful that this contribution

is small in all cases.Àfter several triesrwe found that this

contribuLion is not smal1 when an in-plane field is close to

the point where the domains become unstable. Às an approxi-

mationrwe include the uniaxial anisotropy,cubic anisotropy

and the demagnetizing energy terms in the function

9(0,o/tl,i.e.,

g (O,o/t) =tcuco=2e+rc1 t|.o"qO+|=inre¡ +

16nl¡s2sin20
(l+/[¡ne

t?r i
n=od,d

( 1-exp t -znrif*$l I (3.3)

The magnetic moments inside the wall äre assumed to be par-

allel to the X-Y plane. This assumption is not valid for

some bubble filmsr âs was reported by A. Hubert et al.[9].

They had observed a roughly perpendicular orientation for

I
ã3
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the stripes near the point of instability. However, for sim-

plicity, this possible effect is not taken into considera-

tion here. rt may be concLuded from our experimentar results

that it is good enough to use

present Purpose.

this approximation for the

The eguilíbrium values of 0o and

O/t can be obtained as a function

first derivatives of E to zero:

'lattice constant I

Ha by equating the

the

of

âl =o
âo o

=0

the point of

lre need the

(3-4)

(3.s)

H¿ where the

third equation,

âeEE-
Since r¡e are interested in

stripe domains become unstable,

which is,
'r2- .r2-oEoE â2n

ao 6 à toltî
(3-6)

â0 o â (D/r)

to define the unstabre condition. rn appendix B are given

all derivatives of E with respect to 0o and n/t. ft seems

impossibre to get an analytical expression for the waLr en-

ergy term o. by integrating it.However, from the fact that
when the stripe domains become unstable, the angre the mag-

netic dipores make with the field H,,must be smarlr e€ can

circumvent this difficulty in two lrays. one Ìray is to re-
place sinO by g,another lray is to reprace integration by

2

)=0-(
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summation. The latter one is used here because it seems to

be more general.

The definition

9 =4 ( xxu)vz/4rusz ( 3 .7)

is the characteristic length defined in the conventional

sense. The value of Hr üsed in calculation is nothing but

Hl, which can be measured experimentally, corresponding to

the point where the stripe domains become unstable since

Eq. (3.6) is used. Both Qt<u/us-4"Ms) and t<t/us are obtained

from ferromagnetic resonance by using the best fitting tech-

nique which will be discussed in ChapLer IV. All three equa-

tions are solved simultaneously by numerical calculation

whi 1e both Hi / (Zxu/us-4rMs )

rameters.

and (xr/us)/Hi are taken as pa-

A crucial point is the experimental definition of the

critical field Hf . As has been seen from Fig.8, a burnp ap-

pears on the susceptibilit.y curves for many samples if the

in-plane field is applied along <110> directions. When the

field exceeds the point where the bump appears, the suscep-

tibility behaves hyperbolically with the field. This is the

typical behaviour of the rotation of magnetization and is

evidence that the domains have disappeared in this region.

When the field is below this special point,the magnetization

process is mainly by domain v¡alL motion. The behaviour of

susceptibility when the field is just below this special

point is rather complicated and needs further investigation.

::
..L
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Jn the present work, the point corresponding to the peak of

lhis bump is assumed as Hf , since, obviously, when Èhe

field is larger than this va1ue, the domain structure is re-

moved. The validity of this assumption will be verified by

our results. For the samples with no bump on their suscep-

tibility curves, however, the critical field HìÍ is defined

as the point where the susceptibility has the maximum varia-

tion'; of course, inevitably, the Hf f ound in this way has a

littIe art i f ic ia1 component .

with the measured values of Hi/(2xu/us-4rrMs) and

(xt4qs)/u* , the relations between uf /Atrus, 0o , o/t and .!'/t

can be

values

obtained from the numerical calculation. Àmong these

, only uff/4rus and L/t are useful for our purpose. we

4TrMs as a f unction of .L/t f or a known Hf . A typi-plot

caI curve is shown in Fig.9

It is quite interesting to compare Fig.5 with Fig.9. Ap-

parently the curve goes much higher after the modification

of the total energy term is made. This gives strong evidence

that the cubic anisotropy cannot be neglected. The reason

is that other energy terms are getting smaller as O o de-

creases. It makes the cubic anisotropy energy comparable

in magnitude with other terms.

The present calculation is placed on the assumption of

BIoch r¡al1 structure. But in realityrthe v¡a11 has twisted

wall structure due to the stray surface field. There are
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Sample 4

HT=1086 oe

750

65o

!/t
0.04 0. 08 o.12 o. 16

Fig.9 (a) 4rrMs versus p/t when Hi/(2xu/us-4n¡as)

=2.44, (K r/U=l/U¡=-g.0442,for the same

sample as in Fig.S. The cubic anisotropy is taken

into consideration in the total energy term, and

both cubic anisotropy and the demagnetizing energy

terms are included in domain waII energyr ês is
shown in Eqs. (3.1 )-(3.3).

(b) the curve in Fig.5 where no cubic anisotropy
'is considered and demagnetizing energy term is

neglected in domain r¡aLL energy.
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many papers t 10I dealing with the twist dornain r¡al1 struc-

tures. All the calculations are rather complicated. It is

not desired here to go too f.ar in this area. AIl we have

done, âs is shown in Egs. (3.2) and (3.3), has been verified

to be sufficient to etiminate the systematic shifts.

?^3 STRIPE DOMAIN COLLAPSE AND IN]TIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY

The r¡eIl known theory of Kooy and Enz t 1 I allows a numerical

calculation of the stripe domain collapse field and the ini-

tial susceptibility t5l. In this theory, the domain waII en-

ergy is assumed to be a constant. If only the uniaxial ani-

sotropy is considered, the waIl energy can be expressed as

o=4 6-r-u

The problem here is to find how much error will be made

if , instead of taking Egs. (3.2) and ( 3.3 ) in the limit r¡hen

H,,=0rÌ{e simply take the expression (3.8) to express the do-

main walL energy in the case when the magnetic field H=H¿ is

applied perpendicula-r to the plane, i.e., along <111> direc-

tion of the films. This definition must be consistent with

that in the previous section.In order to have some feel

for thisr w€ will start from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) to make

an estimate.

By setting 0o to -¡r/2 and H,, to zero , EQ. (3.2) can be

rewritten as

lcos2o+ftr"o=+g.,.5J-(sina0-t) -cos r rru,r'"do (3.9)

(3.8)

Tr/2
o=4ffi Í

0
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where

I6nl¡s2
Kun3 (1+r{¡

Def ining x=cos0,

o=2ffi

Since

z lrrl
L2 Ku

lre can rewrite nq. (3.9) as

1n Kr
tl-Ea-Tfr - 7Kr tLlz a(x2)

-r:æ- 
12Ku

i 1- ( I-exn ( -znn{r$¡¡L-2
n=odd, n'

Ittrl ç4 Ku.,

ln, I -ln1/xul/tz ,

'r -F -- Kr
12Ku u 0<x<1

(3.11)

neglect 7R1/12Ru in

D
LE¿

Lt
0

(3.r0)

for

the

practical films'

integrand, so we

1-x

we can reasonably

have

o=4 t r-nu-rft tL/z

=¿ffirt-å{nu+1t äå,t

=¿6Fu{ 1- t}-
24

Kr EnMs 2
t =*(r-.*pKu (1+//¡') n3Ku --nn=oclcl

{-znnl¡r$¡¡1 (3.12}
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. It r¡as found that the second term in curly brackets Has

only a few percent of the first term in magnitude f.ot the

samples under test. So it seemed to be unnecessary to in-

clude this term in the wall energy. In other words, it is a

good approximation to use Eq. (3.8) as the expression of ihe

wall energy in the case when the magnetic iield H is applied

normal to the films. In this statement' the assumption has

been made that the wall energy is independent of the bias

field, âs was done by Kooy and Enz implicitly'

For Èhis reason, the curve in Fíg.z ltas used Ì¡ithout mod-

ification and the relation between 4'ir/-o and 2/E from I'faar-

tense et ai. !¡ere used directly, and is shor¡n ín f ig - 10

?,6

o¡\
F
-l

¿.¿

1.8

!.1+

1.0
o. 08 o. 16

-g/t
0.24

Fig.1 0 Initial susceptibility as a function

of the characteristic-Iength-to-f ilm-thickness

ratio (after Maartense et âI. ,Ref.5) .
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Experimentally, the stripe-in field was measured instead

of stripe-collapse field. The reason for this is that during

stripe collapse, there is Iarge-sca1e lateral waI1 motion

with considerable coercivity and this, with the possible

presence of hard domains, tends to delay and round off the

final domain collapse. In contrast, the stripe-in consists

initially of rapid stripe-head motion, which usually gives a

much sharper change in susceptibility. It is quite safe to

consider both fields as the same value in the present con-

text. À typical curve is shown in Fig.11

-30c Hsc Hsc 300
Hbias

(oe)

Fi9.11 Susceptibility tracing for stripe-in field

and initial susceptibility,where À is the area of

the film and t is the thickness of the film. For

the bubble garnets with films on both sides of

the substrates, t must be repÌaced by 2t.

(.)
a
5
V)
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Because of the finite amplitude of the sensing field, the

measured Hsi r¡ill be greater than the actual value and

yt/o|E will be smaller due to the coercivity. So several

measurements were made in the condition that the sensing

current lac was changed each time, and then suitabl-e values

of the stripe-in field and the initial suscptibility were

obtained by linear extrapolation,

Maartense 17 I .

as was pointed out by

îí9.12 and Fig. 13 give

polation.

examples of Èhe linear extra-

The theory of Kooy and Enz will be summarized in Appendix

samnl-e 1

+66to
L/Iac(Arbitrary unit)

Fig.12 Example of Iinear extrapolation o? 4:r7-o\t(1/Iacl

Éto 
,4

rl"

5
+-r å]

R"
È :.2:l

2.1

t.?

2,o
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o
o

360
._t
(n

È¡{

sarnple 1

loo Zo o

fac (Arbitrary unit)

Fig.13 Examlle of linear extrapolation of Hsi(Iac)

3¿o



Chapter IV

FERROMÀGNETIC RESONANCE

Ferromagnetic resonance was first observed by Griffiths

[13] in 1946, when he found that the product of the perme-

abilíEy, /À, and the resistance, g , of ferromagnetic metals

rneasured in the microwave region had a maximum- as the mag-

netic field strength varied. However, the basic equations

l¡ere formulated by Landau and Lifshitz [14] in 1935 in their
paper on the theory of the dispersion of the permeability in

ferromagnetic metals.

When a steady magnetic field is applied, the atomic mo-

ments will tend to precess coherently about their equilibri-

um orient,ation. It will be assumed Èhat this steady magnet-

ic field is large enough to remove the domain structure.

Then the process can be viewed as the precession of the to-

tal magnetic moment. Resonance will occur l¡hen the frequency

of an alternating field applied transversely is equal to the

precession frequency.

The equation of motion may be expressed in Lerm of total

free energy E [15]. There are several advantages to the en-

28
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etgy formuLation of the equations of motion. First, they are

more general in form. Second, when the free energy terms are

cornplicated functions of the angular coordinates, they can

be introduced routinely inlo the equations. Third, when the

easy directions of the various anisotropies have different

orientations, the computations are more straightforward with

the energy equations.

Suppose the magnet,ization ili's of a ferromagnetic specimen

has the static equilibrium direction described by the azí-

muth Éo and the polar angle 9s r ëts in Fig"14 o À Lagrangi-

an function, L, can be obtained by considering the magnetic

system as a classical top with principal moments of inertia
(0rOrc) and Euler angles /, 0 , and fl. Here 7 ít the angle

that describes a rotation of the top about íts symmetry

axis, The angular velocity of the top about this symmetry

axis is then ,u plus the component of u*, namely pcos0" The

kinetic energy T of the top is therefore given by

and the Lagrangian

potential energy.

The Lagrange

loo
*=å" ¡X+$coso) 2 (4.1)

function by r,;r-n( 0 , É ), where E is the

equations of motion have the general form

tf;r-fr=o (4 .2'dr

where qn is

the present

a coordinate"

problem yields
Application of this equation to
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Fig. 1 4 Spherical coordinates for magnetization

(af ter Morrish,Ref . 1 5)

ãïf c (¡+Qcos0) cos0l

c tX+$.os0) .!sine-#

-:l

ã-f c (X+$cos0) J =Q

Fð'ino=ffi
-iõ sins =þ

*-F =o

=Q

Prom

Thi s

the last of these equations it follows that

c ti+,lcos0 ) =const.

constant is no more than M=/T in the present case in

this approximation, where Ms is the saturation magnetization

and Ì=ge/Zmc. The equations then become

(4-3)

(4.4'



Now, suppose that both

equilibrium orientation (Éo ,0o
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f and 0 deviate from the

) by small angles a0 and ot,

a0 =e o" 
ira

ao=ro"tt'

'where Êe and te are small compared with 0e and

tively, hence

sin ( 0 e +À0) =sin0 s *cos0 o Ag

0=itlÂQ

ô = itlÂ0

The energy E(0,+)

sit_ion , for which

may be expanded about the equilibrium po-

(4.s)

(4.6)

#o respec-

ôn ân -^
-=--J

a0 a0

E(0,ö) =po*åt,*þ, o 
(aol2+tffl 

o

(^o) 2*2 (ôffi) o^0^ol

(4.71

(4.8)

Substitution of these expressions

(E.+) gives to the first order

into equations (4.3) and

+=inoe^o= (#) oao+t56ff1 ao

-t'T==inos^o= (#F) 
oÂô+ 

t5#r 
oae

(4.9)
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. The resonance frequency can be obtained from this set o!

honogeneous equations ;e¡ ap and ¿0 by setting the det.ermi-

nant of the coefficients to zero. It yields

Th =*k.Çr rffr, t#' 
o- 

t¡å#''0"" (4.r_0)

97hen a ÐC magnetic field is applied in the (110) plane

f.or ( 1 'l 1 ) f ilms, ês shown in Fig.15, the total f ree energy

of the system, E, is the sum of Zeeman energy, demagnetizing

energy, uniaxial magnetic anisotropy energy and cubic magne-

tocrystalline anisotropy energy, and is given by

3 ro--._ l=-HMs 
( s in 3 c o sð s in ß+cos 0c o s ß ) + 2nMs 2 

c os 2 
O+Ku s in 2 

0 +

+xr ( þir,ao+ þosag* 
Æ=in'0cos0cos3Q)

The coniribution from Kz is
lations (see appendix D ).

?he eguilibrium conditions
_¿, ãEand fr to zero. Equation jþ-

means that ú-s always lies in

applied,since in resonancerH

anisotropy f ield. '+ is given
ðö

(4 " 11)

neglected in the present calcu-

are found by setting Uotfr $
=Q always holds when É=0. This

the (110) plane in which H is

is much larger than the cubic

by

(4.t2)

* =-*,==in (ß-0) +(rcu-2nMsz) =ir,20+x, t- þir,ao- þinzo+

(3sin20-4sin40) l
,n

L-'3
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The second derivarives #, ffi, una # ur" substituted inro

Eq. (4.10). Then the resonance condition is given by

ûJ

Y =j*f 
tHMscos (ß-0) +2 (Ku-2rus?) eos20+<, t- $o=49- þos20+

.+in20 (3-8sin20) ) ]. (ul¡ssinOsinß-3ØK1sin3ecos0) I ì

under the restriction of Eq. (q.lZ) being equal to

[Tro]

Fig"15 coordinate system for (i11) film. H is

applied in ( 1 1 0 ) (after Hiroshi ,Ref. 17) .

Specifically,perpendicular and paral-IeI resonance condi-

tions have been determined and given by [16]

H // [111] fitm normal

(4.13)

zero.

1.

6r n)

¡rr2)

Th= "'' 
* (#-4rt's) -fiå (4-14)
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2. H // Í,tlz1 in-prane

,Trïr 2=n,¡{H,, - ¡?x"-a¡ra" I -fi|) (4.1s)

1.

2.

3.

Then,both (Zxu/us-4ÍMs) and n1/us are obtained by a best-

fitting method Í171. The experimental data are analyzed by

rnaking use of a computer program based on the following pro-

cedure

À set of initial values of x1/us, Hr and Hu is used

to calculate Qxu/us-4tMs) and ut/tvl values ihrough

Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15).

Hres vaLues are calcuLated for each F between 10o and

17Oo by solving Eq, (4.13) under the condition of Eq'

(+.lZ) being zero, v¡ithout using any experimental

Hres values for P=10o-170o.

The coincidence between calculated and experimen-

tal data is judged by introducing a total error sum

for each field orienÈation
o

170

r (error¡ 2= 
å=oo 

(H;Ë1.-"iäË: l'

By changing x1/us, E(error)2 is calculated and plot-

ted as a function of x1/us and p. The values of

(2ttu/t'ls-4n.Ms) and nt/Us corresponding to the minimum

X(error)2 are to be considered as the best fitting

ones.



The method of magnetic alignment was used to

directions for each sample before the resonance

was done,as discussed in section (3.1 ). Then the

f ield Hres r¡as recorded at each angle' p f rom 0o

Fig.16 shows typical results of the resonance.

35

iind <110>

exper iment

resonance

to 170o.

I
::ììÈ: 

I
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Ht.".
73oo

(* toç)

^? = ?o:ra:rilùeY
-z

o

t.6
N

ll
o
tr
t{
c)

r¡6loo

65oc

6loo

,.

5r

(a)

l6o
ç

Resonance fieLd orien-'

tation dependence.

(xloç)

-Qo -l2o -zoc
K 

'/Ms(b) Error sum K t/u"
dependence.

Fig.16 Illustration of

the best fitting method"

The angle p is shifted
backwards or forwards by

the amount of ap to eli_
minate sample misalignn-

ent effect.
The best fitting values

are; R1/Ms=-141,

2xu/us-ArrMs=788 ,

8o+o

c{

Ê{
o

'{t..o

l,J
,,o

t.6

-4o21
aþ

(c) Error sum op dependence. for sample 3.



Chapter

OPTICAL THICKNESS

v

OF THE FILM

The samples used here have films on both sides of the

substrates. Two such films on one substrate are believed,

at least in a good approximation, to have the same thickness

and composition. A modified model similar to Manifacier's

[18] is set up to analyze the transmission spectrum. We will

follow Rouard's treatment t19] and consider onty the normal

incidence case.

Now, consider the structure in Fig.17 where the number 3

and 3' represent air environment, 2 and 2' , films, and 1,

substrate.

Structure of the films, n*=n-ik.Figure 17

37
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The assumption made here is

dr

t¡hich ís valid for aII practical fiLms. To calculate the to-

tal transmission coeffiiient, we will start from the inter-

faces 2-3 and 1-2 to obtain the effective reflection and

transmission coefficients for layer 2, i,e., to replace lay-

er 2 by the effective coefficients. Then, to replace the

layer 1, and so on until we get the total transmission coef-

ficient, The notations used are

r---reffect ion

t---transmi ss i on

For sirnplicity, the substrates are assumed to -be non-absorb-

ing. There is no doubt abouL the validity of this assump-

tion.

The Fresnel coefficients shown Fig.1 I are1n

(5.1)

(s.2)

fI'r -IÌ*T.=--+' n1+n*

n*-no
1^=-

n*+ng

2n't+^=---:v¿ D1*n*

2n*t3= n*+ng
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Fig. 18

The change in

Fresnel coefficients for layers 1,2 and 3

phase of the beam on traversing the film 2 is

ôz=

where Å is the wavelength of

The reflected amplitude from

2ndn*
À

the incident

the interface

(s.3)

Iight in vacuum.

1-2 is given by

Rl2=
r*'Ã;z iô j (s.4)

The t,ransmitted amplitude from the interface 2-3 is given by

-2iôcr2+r3e

-2iôo
r z r= ïgta-;rl o ,I*E21 3e

Now, the layer 2 is equivalent to an

effective Fresnel coefficíents Rre and T==

Fig.19 .

(s.s)

interface with the

r âs is shown in
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Fig.1 9 Equivalent interface with

effective Fresnel coeff icients

The reflected amplitude from interface 1-2' is

r.,+nr.e-2iôr
1+rrRl2e-2iô1

Rr á=

wi th

The transmitted amplitude from interface 1. 3 is given by

6r= Srgrgr-

,,*-4.r
f r =----:+' n**n1

-iô rtrTr a€Tr3= --:---=TôI1+rlRl 2e

(s.6)

(s.7)

2n*
where

t1= n*+n1

(s.B)
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By making use of (S.¿) and (5.5), He can eliminate R,z

and T" in (5.6) and (5.8) respectively. It gives

-2iôr . -2i (ôr+ôz) . -2i62¿ r1*r2ê -*I3e --+rar2rgê
¡(12=

i (ôr+ôz)
¡I3-

1+r2r3e ---'*r1r2e ---'+r1r3e

(s.e)

(s.10)

Now, only one layer 2' is left with a bottom interÍace

which has the effective Fresnel coefficiuñts R,¿' and T;3 |

as shown in Fig.20.

Fig.20 Equivalent

effective Fresnel

interface with

coefficients

The Fresnel coefficients in this case are



and the Phase change

The total reflective

given as

Similarly , the

traveling through

ft n -fl*7=---å--- no*n*

¡=JJLe-
Ilg*n*

is
^ 2nn*dÒ= -r-

amplitude of

r+Rr;"-2i6
l+rR1 áe-2iô

total transmit,ted

the system is

42

(s.11)

(5 .12)

oi the system islight

p=

ampLitude of

(s"13)

lhu lisht

Tt=
l;rR-- -2i6 (s"14)

with the help of Egs. (5.9) and (5.10) , !¡e find

R=[r+rr1r2e 2iô¡ +ÍÍzr3e 2'ôt*rr1r3e 2i(ôr+52)*tr.-2iô*

+r ze 2i ( ôr*ô) *, se-2i 
( ôr+ô2+ô) *r, r zt z"-2i ( ôz+u, 

, / rr*

+r1r ze-ziôt*r 21 3e-2íôt*rlr3e 2i (6r+62) *r=r"-2iô*

+îrz"-2i(ô+ôr)*rr ru-2i(ôr+ô2+ô)*rrrr2rr.-2i(62+6), (5.r5)

and
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ra= [ rtltzt.¡e-i ( ô+61+ô ,) I / [ r+r rr2e-2iô r*= rr 3e 2iô 2+

*r1r ,.-2i 
(ôl+ôz) +rr t"-2iô*r, ,"-2i 

(ôr+ô) *

*rr3e-2í (6+ô1+62) +rrlrzr ."-2i 
( ôz*ô) 

l

Noticing that
ô=ôz

f=-r -- -J

r1=-r2

We can rewrite Tras

Tt= [tt1re r ¡e 
-L (26+ô 1) I / tr-r1.-2iôt*2rr1e-2iô-

_2r=., e-2i ( ô+ôr ) _r, 
"-2i 

(2ô+ôr ) +r2 rle-4iô1

The transmittance is defined as

!=lr.l,

(s.16)

(s.17)

(s.18)

and the optical parameter is

n*=n-i k

where k is an extinction coefficient.

(5.19)

Because dr sâtisfies the condition dr >> d, when the fre-
quency of the incident light changes by a small amount

af,which corresponds to a small change of the wavelength L Fr

will change rapidly while 5 remains almost constant. If we

average the exponential terms with respect to the wavelength



of. the incident light, aIÌ
aged to zero. In this wâyr
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terms related to f,t will be aver-

we find the expression for T is

Itl 2 
I tt l' lt, I 2 lt. Itez

DE

r¡i th

s=exp ( -4ïkd/l)

and

DE=I+lt, I 
u+Alrl' lr rl'a'*lrl be$+ltlu lr1 | boq+

(s.20)

( s .21)

+a[ ( Zr*xï+2 lr, l'r1r*)"2iô + l2txr+2 lrl l2rrt¡ "-?Íô'¡*

+e2 [ (r1r *2+y*"!') e4ip'* (r"Lz+r2x?l "-ai6'¡ +

+o3 [ ( 2lr I 
t lt, | 

2r*r]+z lr l 2 x¡r*) "2i6 + Qlr l 
trr]+

+zlrl' I tr I 
2r= ù "-2i0'l

where

^, Znnd9=T

With the condítions, which are satisfied for the samples un-

der tesÈ,

1,2

k2

¡2

k2

¡z

k2

k2

(ne-n) ,

(ne+¡¡ ,

2

2

2

2

t

t

)

(s.22)
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we obtain-the final expression for transmittance T

a= (l6nsn2 naù2 /{ [ (n+no ) 
2 (nr+n) 2+ 1n-ns ) 

2 (nr-n) 2o,2+

+2 (n+ns ) (nr+n) (n-no ) (nr-n) o"o= tff¡ I 2+[n+ne 
) 

2 (n-nr ) 
2+

+cr,2 (n+nr) 2 (no-r,) 2+2c(n+n1) (n+no) (n-nr) (ns-n).o= tSFl I 2i (s.23)

By making comparison with the expression of transmitiance

for single layer films [18], we find that-T is not a simpl-e

sguare of the one for single layer fiIms. The second term in
the denominator in (5.23), however, is small in magnitude

compared with the first term. For the samples under consid-

erat ion ,

n

n

fì1 -n

n-llo

When

4Tld=p2n ,p=0rLt2t "' ( 5.2)', )

then,

and

"o= 
(5F) =1



T
nËrx

= (l6n0nrn 2a )2 /{ [ (n+ne ¡ (n1+n) +o (n-ns ) (nr-n) J 
a+

+[ (n+no) (n-nr)+cr(n+n1) lns-n) ) 
q]

p=0r112r"'
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(5.241

(5,24, )

(5.2s'

glhen

then

and

+ =(2p+1)î r

"o= 
tff) =-t ,

lni-n= (16nonrn2a )2 /{[ (n+n¡) (nt+n)-o(n-ns) (nr-n) ] 
a+

+[ (n+ns) (n-nr)-cr(n+n1) (no-n) ] 
a ]

The ratio of Tro.x and Tr".in IS

Tnrax

Ihl n

(n+n6 ¡ (nr+n) -o (n-no ) (nr-n I (n+no ) (n-nr) -o(n+!t
[ (n+no ) (nr+n) +cl' (n-no ) (nr-n) l"+[ (n+no ) (n-nr ) +o (n+n1) (ns-n) I

(n o -n) (s.26)

(5.27)

The thickness of each film can be calculated from (5,23')

n=fu
where M is the number of osciLlations between two extrema.

To analyse the transmission spectrunrr wê follow the way

Mani f ac ier et a}. proposed [ 18 ] . 9Ie consider Tmax âDd T-i^ as

continuous functions of I through n(À) and c((À). These,which

are the envelopes of the maxima T,,,^x ()) and the minima f.;n (l)

in the transmission spectrum are shown in Eig.21
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(À)

1.0

Fig.21 Typical transmission spectrum

bubble film of thickness t=1.9

2.0

for a thin

//.m.

The refractive indices D1

from the dispersion equation

n¡-1 =E¿Eç/ (Es

of the substrates were obtained

[20] for GdsGasOr z material
2-82) (5.28)

with

Ea=25.7 eV ,
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Eo=9.4 eV

and E is the energy of the incident photons in eV. From

this equation,nr=1 ,935 when I=2llmiDr=1.941 when À=1.2)tm.

The values of the C('s and n's are obtained by solving,

simultaneously, Egus. (5.24) and (5.26) numerically. Then

calculated from Equ. (5.27).

1I be used to minimize the er-

occurs in the ultraviolet re-

very close to those obtained

n obtained from this model are

from th; single layer model

an/n,being less than one per-

aE/t,in thickness agrees with-
[18],the relative difference,

cent-.The relative difference,

in2eo

the thickness of the film is

The long wavelength region wi

rors because the absorption

gion. The ref ractive indices

E
¿.

t



Chapter VI

THICKNESS OF THE FILM BY T^IHOLLY MAGNETIC
MEASUREMENÎ

Combining

intersect ion

Fig.2 and Fig.9,

of two lines, âs

v¡e wi 1l- be able to f ind

is illusbrated in îí9.22.

the

Sørnple 4
4-nFts=ll$
!. = o.ot6

,!-,/t

Fig.22 Saturation magnetization

characteristic length obtained

G.
-9 ta'

a
ã
F

iù

and normalized

magnetically.

49
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wíth 9/t obtained graphically, vre can f ind 41r lo f rom

Fig.10, and then vre are able to calculate the thickness t,

are also shown in Tab1e 2.

The stripe collapse field Hsc and

where the domains become unstable are

The deviation of HlÍ f rom 2xu/Ms and

in Tab1e 4 .

(6.1)

the in-plane field Hf

listed in Table 3 .

. (2tA'4ïYo )c= -¡fllffij

where (2te+t74) is t,he susceptibility of the whole film from

the susceptibility measurement and À is the measured area of

the film. The factor 2 comes from the fact that there are

f i lrns on both s i des o f the subst rate .

Now we have obtained the magnetic parameters þ/t,us, t,

ZXu/Us- zMs, f<1/Us, and 4rr7o, so it is quite easy to calcu-

Iate other parameters such as Ku, Kl, A, D and Hc, the bub-

ble collapse fieIC

rn total¡ €ight samples l¡ere tested and the resurts are

shown in Tab1e 1 and Table 2 The relative differences de-

fined by

Ito.pt.-Qn.s. I

"opt.
[=

2Ku/Ms+xr/u, are shown

The most interesting thing is to see how good the agree-

ment is between the thickness values obtained from two dif-
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TABLE 1

Static magnetic parameters obtained wholly rnagneticaliy

sample t
number (¡rn)

4"1"1s
(oe )

9/t 41rVo Zxu/Ms- x1/us
4rr¡'ls (oe ) (oe )

1 2.61 sB3 0.043 1.33 461 -66

2 12.4 335 0.023 1.22 1275 -108

3 4.92 279 0.082 1.53 788 -141

4 2.57 728 0.016 1.18 446 -48

5 2.73 496 0.129 1 .79 1636 -1 00

6 2.09 s14 0.019 1 .20 302 -32

7 2.10 489 0.23 2.47 1446 -92

I 1 1 40 -120

ferent experirnental methods, since the thickness is the only

parameter whiih is measured independently.In this way, we

can verífy the validity of the theories of domain. stability"
From table 2, it is obvious that for most samples, the

agreements are good. But for sample 7, the relative error is
too large to make the data acceptable. The probable source

of this error is believed, however, to be the bad background

of the resonance spectrum which makes it difficult to pick

up the resonance positions correctly, so t,hat the unreliable
values of both 2ttulas-4trUs and X1/Us for t.his sample are re-
sponsible for the large discrepancy. For sample 8, it l¡as

found that the 0o at the point of instability was so small
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TÀBLE 2

Static magnetic parameters(thicknesses obtained optically)

TABLE 3

Hsc and Hf for different samples

sample t
number (¡m)

4?rMs
(oe )

9/t 4'IrVo ^n( c") (I=1 . 6¡m)

1 2.52 588 0.047 1.37 3.6 2.O7

2 12 .1 373 0.039 1.26 2.5 2.04

3 ¿.'7tr. 272 0.09 1 .59 3.6 2.06

4 2.62 685 0.01 4 1 .1 6 1.9 2.09

tr 2,89 442 0.098 1.69 5.5 2.11

6 1 .89 575 0.035 1 .33 11 .0 2.08

7 2.84 304 0.11s 1.83 26.0 2.06

I 9.07 229 0.058 1.40 2.01

sample 1

Hsc (oe) 335

Hf (oei gzz

23
---:-
224 129

1473 893

456

520 1 86 354

1 086 1 9s9 750

78
117 120

.7r5 11r8

that the

anslters.

ï t seems

computer had a hard time to search for

We may consider these two examples as

to be reasonable to reject them.

Èhe correct

except i ons .
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Deviation of Hf

TABLE 4

f rom 2t<u/Ms and 2Kulls+tt t/Mt

sample 12
122 137

,r*

3

174

;

4

I

;

5 6

6

;

7

2102r.u/t-'ts-Hf I

0

173 6

4Hr-HT * 73 118

* HK=2Kv/Ms+Kr /vt , frorn Tab1e 1"

l{e can see that the discrepancy in g./t is larger than

that ín thickness. This is to be expected since ^U/t) is a

combination of ^9 and ¿t in some wây, and tlne o!- is related

to a(4nus).

It is worthwile to mention tl¡at if the demagnetizing en-

ergy were not included in the domain wall- energy "*ptussion,
the relative differences would have almost a linear relation

with o/t. This strong evidence shows that the demagnetizing

energy must be included in the domain waIl energy in our

case, even in a simple way¡ although it rsilL resul:t in a tedi-

ous calculation inevitably. Fí9.23 shows the relation be-

tv¡een (t*g.-tc¡ü. )/t-rt- and n/t in two cases with and rvithout

demagnetízíng energy in the domain wa11 energy respetively.
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(a)

(b)

nig.23 Relative error in thickness versus o/t.
(a) Demagnetizing energy is not included in the

waI1 energy. (b) Demagnetizing energy is inc-

luded in the wall energy.



Chapter VII

ERROR ANALYSIS

7.1 ERRORS IN MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

Besides experimental error
rors, temperature fluctuations,

the disadvantage of propagating

magnification greater than

sources such as readíng er-
etc., the method itself has

the experirnental errors with

l when ul; /(2t<u/us-41Ms) is
plot the relations betweenvery smalI. To see thisr wê

Hi/(2xu/us-4aus) and Hfi/42'Ms for a typicar varue of xr/usuf¡,

as is shown in Fig.24. To simplify the calculation,the
cubic anisotropy and the demagnetizing energy are not in-
cluded in the domain wall energy when calculating these

curves.rt is believed that this simplification .only causes

the curves to shift to the left side with respect to the

ones without the simplification.These curves are good enough

for error analysis purposes. Approx imately, rvhen

Hif / (2xu/us-Att us ) is less than 1.1, a small error in

wi 11 result in a large error in Hi{. /a.rt'usHi / (2tufiis-4nMs )

which v¡ir} be used to calculate 4rMs. The problem is even

more seríous when Hi/(2Ku-4-rrMs ) is about 1 .0. Fortunately,
however, the values of Hf /(zt<u/us-4zrt"ts) are not as smarl as

1.0 for most practical bubble films. For the samples under

55



Lest, these values range from

is not serious.

56

1.13 to 2.45,so this problem

It was found, by changing Hil deliberately, that the accu-

Éacy of Hf indeed has big effects on the vertical position

of. the lines illustrated in Fig.9. The errors in Hf may be

amplified several times, depending on the value oL

Hi/(2Xu/Us-47rMs). The quantitative analysis is, however,

impracÈical because of the complexity of the equations.

+
nfl4n'iug

;f r.,

tsil
I

.11 ,nÃ.1<
ôJl- ,

tfu =-c '!L2

{=p"r.*eter

^(#)-"%J

Fíg.24 Illustration of the way in which the error propagates



In me€isuring Hf , w€ took the data f.or
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at six positions

of the azimuthal angle, each T/3 apart. The average of Hf

was obtained by summing all Hä's and then dividing the sum-

mation by six. The uncertainty of Hf was estimated to be

less than one percent. The errors in Hsc and 4v/sAL v¡ere es-

timated to be one percent or less. The fact that the 'l't'

correction vras not considered in the calculation of Hsc is

one of the error sources, but this effect is believed to be

negligible. The error in measuring the area of the films is

within 2eo

7.2 ERRORS ]N OPTICÀL MEÀSUREMENT

The refractive indices of the films, n, are ín the range be-

tween 2.00 and 2.10, and that of the substrate, n¡ r from

1.93 to 1.94. As a result, the second term in the denomina-

tors in ,Eqs. (5.24') and (5.25) are much smaller than the

first term. Therefore, Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) may be simpli-
fied by neglectíng the second term in the denominator to

yield

Hlf

", 
(I6nonrn2d) 2 

,.¡max- 
[ (n+no) (nr+n)+o(n-ns) (nr-n) ]'

(7.1)

and

r = =, ,(191011t1o)1' .' ,."nin- [ (n+no) (nt+n)-o(n-ne) (nr-n) ] -

for the convenience of error analysis.

(7 .2)



The combination

pression f or C(,

of Eqs. (7.1) and
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(7.2) will give the ex-

T** 
,.

cr [1- (;-) a ]rmin
O= (7.3)

(7 .4)

(7.5)

cz 11+,þ-,1,¡mf-n

where

ct= (n+no)(n1+¡¡

cz= (n-no) (nr-n)

By combining equations (7.1) and (7 .3) , we

n2 /T^u*T*it
crc2 4nsn1(r'Tmin-r'Tmax)

å,;|a, *+H2- s-1nl+nq+2n) - þtr,r*r,q-2n) 
Ì

and that of the right

)

obta i n

The differential of the left side of the equation above is

t4r-i"T-"-

side is

T¡n1¡dT¡¡¿1ç
dL¡max- ml-n

dI
4nen11fii"-Ç¿¡1 B'o'r6^J11ffi-Ç¡z s'or,rø*ãt4l-4.*l'

(7 .6)

by combining Eqs.

l=

The relative
(7.4), (7.5)

error in n

and (7.6) :

is deterrnined



rtn)È -iþlÂn Imin

with

ItI
2

Ç; dTlnax

(,F-lE)' mã'x mrn-

f(n)=2tt-W

1. ffi-ax+ffin . 1

2(GxÆ--',Tf ("t

Æi"
(y'Îmax-r'Tmin)
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(7 .7)

(7.8)

(7.e],

of measure-

The assumptions made here are:

That the error in Drr the refractive indices of subs-

trates, is comparatively insignificant.

That the errors for the two envelopes T.ox ()) and

T¡¡in (,\) are non-correlated

The relative error in n then is obtained

1.

2.

Ân Ar
-=-_nT

r¡ith ar/T being the relative precision

ment s$'¡ft=aT',^in /T^in =aTmqx/T-ox) .

In the case of a weak

ble films, w€ have

The function lf(n) | has been plotted on Fig.25 for Do=1

and nr= l.936rcorresponding to the typical values of refrac-

tive indices of garnet substrates in the infrared region. We

can see that lt(n)l i= about 16 when n=2.1.

obtain

1.
¡;tu{Àr);6¡ffo¡ç6

(7 .10)

is justified for bub-dispersion, which



t. ì:-:\

This leads to

Fig.25 Typical

The relative error

dt =¿LÀ4,r- * tu . l+ - * , À?

t Ã:'tz ;f;ã;- nÀ2-À1

n(Àr) =n(Àz) =¡l

an(lr) =dn(Àz) =dn

values of lttn)l when

in thickness can be

Do=1 and n1=1

expressed as

50

(7.1r)

(7.L2)

.936.

(7. Ë)

lre ob-

(7.14)

An
n

Ar
t

41 =t*n

=¡r .À?*lt
lr1ltZ

y 1eo, -þ*à. =nÀz-À'

l.r+Àz
Àz -Àr

and a)}.ià =1eo,Àz')rTypically, with oT/T

ta i ned

At-.
t

and

(7.rs)
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7,3 CONCLIJSTON

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate a v¡ay to verify

the validity of the theories of the stripe domain wall sta-

bilit.y in the cases when the magnetic field H is applied

along or perpendicular to the easy direction of (111) bubble

garnet filmsrrespectively. By making use of two stability

conditions, the magnetic thickness of the films was obtained

wholly magnetically, and was compared with that from an in-

dependent optical measurement. In view of the fact that

many measurements were involved to provide the necessary in-

formation about the fitm, it might be reasonable to think

that the discrepancy would be large compared with the opti-

cal result,since the method itself has a drawback of ampli-

fying the measurement errors when Hl/(2KLi/t'ls:-4?r¡lis) is in a

certain region. In factrhowever, the actually observed

discrepancies were not as large as expected.One reaSon is

bhat, for samples under test, the value of Hi/(2xu/us-4rMs)

is not in this bad region. Another probable reason is

the partial cancellation of errors from different measur-

ments. Our r¡ork has shown thatrif we treated the stability

problem of the stripe domains in an in-p1ane magnetic field

in the way Druyvesteyn et a1. l,2l did,we would obtain the

magnetic thickness which deviates systematically from the
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opticaì. one very much. This deviation could not be caused

by the experimentar errors in magnetic parameters such as Hl,

fiotêLc- ¡ since a reasonable estimation had shown thatrat
the maximumrall these errors courd produce a deviation on]_y

about one third of the deviation we actual]-y obtained. Also,
these errors could not produce systematic shifts for many

samples. This systematic deviation $ras compensated by in-
troducing the cubic anisotropy and the demagnetizing energy

in the domain l¡aLl energy. From our work, it may be conclud-
ed that both cubic anisotropy and demagnetizing energies

must be included in the totaL energy term,and in t,hu domain

walL energy term when the domain instabirity - is concerned,

in the case of a magnetic field applied in the firm
plane.Kooy's theory t1l is good enough for the domain insta-
bility probrem in the case of magnetic field applied perpen-

dicular to the f ilm prane.Àrso,our work has shown that Hl is
not eguaL to 2xu/Ms, the same conclusion that Druyvesteyn et aI.

[2] arrived at.À by-product of the present work is that it has

shown that the firm thickness can be obtained magnetical_ly,

so aLl other static magnetic parameters can be obtained mag-

netically without any optical- measurement. rt provides a

possible v¡ay to measure the thickness of opague magnetic

bubble films if the optical- method is not avairable.



Àppendix A

DOMAÎN WALL ENERGY

When an in-plane magnetic field H,,is applied, the magne-

tizatíon of the bubble film will make an angle 0o with the

field direction which is chosen as the x-direction in the

following calculation. For simplicity, a model of tsloch wall-

will be used 1121.

When the spin magnetic moments of the aCjacent atoms i

and j makes an angle Þt¡, the exchange energy between the two

moments is conveniently expressed in the form

"ij = -2Js2cosÞr, (A1.1)

where J is the exchange integral and S the total spin quan-

tum number of each atom. Eq. (41.1) can be simplified as,

for the small angle Ór;,

tij .rS2Qli+const'

Now let us set Lhe z axis normal to the pJ-ane of

main wall and its origin at the midpoint of ihe waII

ness, see Fí9.26 All spins are assumed to rotate

X-Y plane. The angle 0 of the spin orientation at

measured from the spin direction at z=0, changes from

(A1.2)

the do-

thic k-

in the

z, as

-0o at
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z=-zo to +0o at Z=Zs.

6+

The angle between neighboring spins

is given by (391., where a is the lattice constanr. For a
¿, É.

simple cubic lattice, the number of atoms per unit volume is
1/u". It is convenient to set the constant in (X.Z) to zero

and replace Ø;¿ by tfi1", so v¡e get the expression f or the

total exchange energy stored in the wa}l

-^z *zo
JÞ .o.*= -ã- J_zå (%) 2d" (A1.3)

per unit area of the waIl surface.

Eí9.26 The angle of spin rotation

X

I

I
t

Eq.(À1.3) can be written in the general form
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oex= A 
*1"-o^rryr'u"

'20

where A is the exchange coefficient which

ferent lattice structure.

(41.4)

varies with dif-

On the other hand, the energy diÍference due to

magnetization in the rvall in the field H,r can be written

*zo
aa= - ,f MsH¡, (cosO-cosOo) dz

-20

the

AS

per unit area, since at equilibrium, the magnetization makes

an angle 0o with f ield H,,.

In a similar wâY, if we express cne energy terms oLher

than those two mentioned previously as g(0) per unit volume,

$re find the energy difference per unit area of the walI

*zo
úu= I tg(0)-9(00)l dz

-z,0

Thus the total wall- energy per unit area is given by

(A1.6)

(A1.5)

(A1.7)
+zl

o=oex+oa+ou= .f istgl -g(ool+et#l 2-MsEucos3+Msgu cos0ol ð'z
êt -0

Now the state spin configuration can be obtained by mini-
mizing the total energy (el . Z ) f or a sraall variation of the

spin arrangement inside the waLl. When the angle 0 of the

spin at z is changed by 50, the total- energy of the waIl is
changed by



uo= ]"1%91¡o+MsE sinoôo+2At#l rSt r u"
-zg

r¡hich should vanish f or the

last term of the integrand

parts,

66

(A1.8)

stable spin

is treated

arrangement. The

by integrating bY

ï"i"rþ,H,az=zarþ ôe I

-20

*zO *zO r2n
- f ze,{f;ål ôoaz

'zg -zg

ï=Lo,ffi,uuu,-
-zo

because tSl=o at z=+zo.

Then Eq. (al.g) can be set to zeÊo in such a

]";agtsl *MsHa sino-2A,#, r ôo dz=o

'Zg

In order that this condition be satisfied

tion of î0(") , the integrand must be zeto, 5o

Euler equation

2^(#)= lP +MsH sino

for
v¡e

itby

1¡e

(A1.9)

way that

(Ar.10)

any selec-

obtain the

(A1.11)

Multiplying (41 .11)

from z=-zo to z=*zo t

# on both sides and integrating

get another relation

â0
T; - rg 

(0) -g (00 ) -MsH' cos0+Msn,, cos0 o, å

can be expressed in term of d0 asFrom (À1 .12) dz

(A.12)
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By making use of both (À1.12)

waIl energy per unit area

(A1.13)

and (A1 .13 ) , we obtain the

(A1.14)

,ñ
-o- [g (e) -g (00 ) -MsH¡ cos0+MsH,rcosO0 ] 2

dg

a=26, tS (0) -g (00) -l"lsn,,cos0+MsH,rcosOo I 
ì a0

+00

t
-00



Àppendix B

ENERGY DERIVÀTIVES WITH RESPECT TO Eo ÀND D/T

Derivatives of the total energy per unit vol-ume with re:
spect to 0s anâ Ð/t are the following:

1
f,rfç

ÞEr 2

-l-
a0.'- 4"¡/l'sÐ #ft- sin 2o'" 4fr. sinoo+d6

aø-

r9l ru n=odd

lt+ sin20" rT-æT *, tr. -.-znt"F| )

. 3 #W sirfg, sin2g, - + # sin29" cos"oo +

*,#,#)=#@ffi-ffi"*

e{F !- ,r si.nzoo *"å. 1 
"-znz'JFfi

(A2.1)

(A?.2)

4sin2O- Ë+ ir{Gæ)r,fuu
t
rf ,r-.-zno'l'fi ) -

68
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d*r, l#ffi -Çf"&¡rqfl=1ffi # #ï""s2û"+

. #fu cos0o. afu sin'$o cos20o - cos20o cos"ôo * fsin" zo,l*

+ coszo"ffi71,?,"Iuu fr= rt-" -zntr!r'! û.toofo ffi
l+t )6 4t'

aTDTJ * F

,^ Z ?'c 2L >cl 4sin20, f 1 t ,t _n-try 
"o-ãø7T,) 

- rrî@'z æ"* T5lT+.F-Ir,=?uñ= \ ¿-tr

- #F, sinzo"(fr),..5.u
+!..-Zntrluñ 1tn-.

¡4L3

6

L

^ æ1,-zr\r#5 
) _

(À2.i)

Lf. the integration

Simpson's method, the

with respect to 0o aod

is replaced by summations by

derivatives of the domain waIl

n/t can be expressed as,

r,( 2;-1) +

us ing

energy

, 1, 2q = {þtol.4'rrMË t ?0"

k-1

+å F'(zr)+9't.+

k
0.2- TEå

k-100"r
--tt 6Rj--

u-¿

L 0- F,( 0)r lã ilõ-I

O" 5 F, (zJ-1)
t{åT@I

¡, ( 2J)
ilrzÐ' (A2.4)
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1 ?2.6 L 1 F,(0) L ôo F=(0)66T æ = f õï n-foI * ï ffi F.iT.I

F¿ (2J-1) - ¿ o. F
F, (2J-1) t 3k¡?r

f- o. F:(o)
---:rt 2\k Fi(o)

L o" 5 FZ (zr -r\- r 6r.å FFïZFlr to.zå. r 3EÈr

Lr\:lrFå Fe(2J) g o"kË1
trf2Tt " î æ¿-'J=1

I- O" ¡'o(O)î ffi. F;lTl- Ft#:+l .*e:Ël+rå*l136
4"frp ñTü

Lo"5.¡Får

! 2'Ç I o" Fs (0 ) ! e" n*(0) I g" þ r'" (z'i-r)
a;¡p ffi = +, ffi. ifi¡-f - i zw. F.ËTõ- . t 3råF-, lur:ri

L e, è F*=(2J-1- f &.i=rF'f@T
L o"kg u, 1z,r)* T õTå il,TãÐ-

ø a" kJrå (zt)- T l2k-.t.¡-lTriT

(¡2. 6 )

(^2.7)
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7 á=o -0.-l F'(o) 0.9"-F.(o)44(o)rñw ffi = T lzÏ i-, rcJ' - î ffi i-Trcl-

*,iffi
o" þ1 r,. ( 2J
ffiå|--Fî

where

r, (.r¡) = [cosa(rr*) -cos"Oo . fråÐ[cosa tttftl -cosago] *

*l [=i,'*tttftl -sinao'] -z$ [cos(ttftl -cos 0o ]+

æ 
"Æ* )Jy,+[sint.r,.rftl-sin2o"]Fa ah ?^ãu å*j'-e-zn'

(Å2.9)

r. (,r,r ) = s in20.-/{s in ( rrftl .*Ë [s i n20.c o 
="0" 

-H, i n t.¡;k) c o 
=1 

.r.rft ['

- 
å *if #) sirft"r"iftI sin(rrlr -sin'eosinzo"]-z$[sinO"-fisin(¡;*)]+

I
t

g+T

L
t

L
r

(,{2.8)

2*3

b
a+õ

æ
D r
Ln=odd frl t-"-ttttt

F*(2J

. btt¿---'a+b D*[{fsint ;.r$l -sinzg"]- ,3..-
r3t r*f r.';Sl

(¡r2.10)
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Fs (JJ) = 2cos20" - åt#f cos(.1t+). *Ë["o=2oo coszoo -

-(åt)%"s(.r;ft "o"l.r;fr) * $ 
tf; l"= r"1 .r¡*) c o s ( .u*')

'+(rJ) 
= [sirrt-r.rftt -sin"e"]'t"t tkl*"ão

r--5-
fo t t-"-znrJl+;;r

raffi b-t 
)ãõ

- t"in'O" 
coszO"]-

- i *Ëfsinz zg"-(X)" sinztrrftlJ - *o["o=0,-{S)" cos(;.rft1] "

. [f #ft o s (.r.rþ -c osz0"þ;f,==-)ak.
ao 

,_2"Æt"ã. fr'tt-'
t
D)

(.û,2 . 11 )

t
E )-

1 ^-Zn¡r.-^e
. 11'

ct

Fs (.i,r) = [sin"Oo -sin2 tttftll

32(1+âh) b rti f
æ[ffitDr'joua

3r
Tì L-
-n=OO

t
õ'] (L2.t2)

-Ln

bffi

s-2nrr (t+z.t))
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Fe (JJ) ={sin" (JJ&) -sin2oo+ 0"[ fi=ir,( JJ+) -sin2 o.] ] '

.{

with

K'
mJ;

4,ft-u
@

k is the number of divisions of Qo

a notation which will be rePlaced

over J.

(Í-2.L1+)

is an integer. JJ is

2J or 2J-1 in the sum

b tr 1ffi D"hc ñ'"
-2n¡r

H',a= Eñffi;

"- 
Hu"- 

ff -4rrtrls

!=

and

by

t*#;

r6/r+6i6

"11.[ffi)

.br+ffi



Appendix C

SUMMÀRY OF THE THEORY OF KOOY i-'{D ENZ

We shall noÌ.¡ summarize the theory of stripe domains as

developed by Kooy and Enz t 1 l. Consider a plate of thickness

t, containing paraIleI stripes of alternating magnetization

as shown in Fí9.27

I'

Fíg.27 Stripe domains of alternating magnetization

If a field H is applied along z axis wnich is parallel to

the preferential direction of the filn magnetization as

shown, then the domains magnetized para-:-ie1 to H will in-

crease in width to a value d* which is g=eater than d-, the

width that the antiparatlel domains achieve. d+ and d- are

74
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equal in'the absence of an applied f ield. This rnodel is un-

realistic in a sense since in practice domains do not have

straight walls but instead meander; however, as an approxi-

mation to the general case, this model gives considerable

insight into the problem.

The wall energy per cm2 of the plate is

Ew= zto/D (A3.1)

the applied field H isThe energy E per cm2 of the plate in

given by

E¡ = -ffist( d+-d-)/D

representing a square wave.

The potential in the plate due to this charge distribu-
tion can be expressed by Fourier series

= -Hust$/ius

density (o on the surface

the probJ.em,

=1.nfd+Ztnxr¡så ;srn¡;l{ cos¿llfr

1^ -,-D'd+ ^^J3'lI *nnW-o*srffi cosd;ã- "t*Ç*q_

d^-d-
bo = 4irr'is ft;-

The magnetic charge

ing to the geometry of

d^-d- &
¿= lris qrE * 

æ

(h).2)

is, accord-

(J'3.3 )

(A1.4)

(^3.5,

V¡= b. z+L
n=1

r¿ith

and

b" = #M 
" 

( da+d-)$¡=i"r. (#) +fr cosh (ffH) ] (3,6)
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The demagnetization energy per cm2 of

culated from the integration
the plate can be ca1-

(t'3.7)

(À3.8)

(A3.9 )

+| ( d*+d-)
EÞ= zTãh:T f f"v¿ dx

å ( a*+a-)

which gives the expression for the demagnetization energy ED

, including the contribution of '/-ef f ect'fot y41 (lJ=1+z¡rusz

/xu) ,

E o = 2T r¡v1!t ( ft )". 
1*,r'=#å

where

1".=i,îli(1.fr)1 ffi

tfl/Ms=( d+-d-)/D

%i . ;fiå fr" sin[nrrt r*r[)ì[r-exp( -2irna)] =0

"*"-tË, 
*= =trtii r.r,f;"I lr-çt*nrna) exp ( -2rrnc't)l

in the case lJ=1 .

a=tF/D

The stable domain width d+ and d- in an arbitrary stage

of magnetization can be f ound by equating the derivatives #m'
and ffi of the total energy E=E',+E"+go to zero, giving the

simultaneous equat ions

C'

(n3.ro)
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ï¡hen H=0, M=0, Eq. (À3.7) will give normalized character-

istic length as a function of normalized stripe periodr'

* = #t?,;å. *=P-t r+znrrf,) exp( -2"{lJ (e3. rr )

(A).r?)

(A3. 13 )

By differentiating Eq.

ceptibil ity fro,

(e9.6), we obtain the initial sus-

dM dH 13
G - ErrG *non-'o ft"o" fnd r+ft )] [r -"*p ( -zrrna)] dlr¡=o.L

n

Æ(#)u=0 = # þ..,*å å,-1)n lr-"*p1-zn"frll l-t



Àppendix D

ENERGY EXPRESSION IN FERROMAGNETTC RESONANCE

When a ÐC magnetic field is apptied in the (110) plane

for the (111) fiIms, âs is shown in Fig.15, the total free

energy of the system, E, is the sum of Zeeman energy, de-

magnetization energyr uÍriaxial magnetic anisotropy energy

and cubic magnetocryst,alline anisotropy energy, if the con-

tribution from Kz is neglected.

energy can be written as

-fr.fr

- ( wt 

" 
s i n0 c o só*+lr. 

" 
s i n 0 s i nÞ$.+ìri 

= 
c o s O -d' ( H c o s p ?¡ä s i n p i)

-MsH( sinO cosÞsinP+cos0cosP) (A4 
" 1)

Demagnetization energy is
EÞ = t(Ð¡tÇ+DrM !+n rr,rtl)

= DzMT?

= 2rlt!eos20

since D¡ =Dy=0¡ D.s=4rT f or the inf inite plane.

Zeeman

Et'z

=

=

The easy direction is [111] normal to the

Ieads to the uniaxial anisotropy expressed as

Eu = Ku sin^g

(n4 .2 )

plane. This

(e+.¡)

general Íorm [15] is

aj+ xÍ crÐ (e4.4)

The cubic anisotropy energy in

Ec= K, ( ô(i o<â + di

7E



where C(r, ñz anC ü3 êr€ cosines of M

bic.
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v¡ith three eoges of cu-

With i.he irelp of Fí9.28, the uniL vectors in f rame

(x,Y,z) can be expressed by those in f rame (x',Y' ,z'). Here

we have

(A4.5)

+f¿ -2î:)

ã þttl

J 1 .- J J r
z" = Ê(xå +yj +zL )

J)

n = É,-r; 
** )

r: = frx':i
r
'{
T

[ito1

f ig. 28 Coordinate system used to calcuLate D(r r Uz , A3.

we r+i1l- rewrite Èhe magnetization in .f rame (X'rY' ,Z'\
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ü = MssingcosÉ*'. +M=sin0sinÞi" +Iilseos0f.

slnce

= ÙrslÉsinOcosó- 
fsinOsinÖ* $cos0] 

i'; "

* m"[frsin0cosf+ $sin0sin0+ $"o"0]fi 
*

+ ms[$cosg- 
frsinOcosÉ] 4,

C(,= fsin0 cosþ- 
fsinO 

slnö* 
rlcos0

A.= fsinOcosÉ+ fsin0sin+* $cos0

ds= - f,si"Ocosó+ $co"O

( fr , dz) 
2 

+ (c{,ôÇ)z + (ô(, o{:)" ='} ¡r - t uÎ+cxf+ aþ ]

çle obta i n the cubic anisotropy energy

Ec - K, ($sina0+ 
!"o=*0* $=in=O 

cosêcos3É)

when ü is along <1'10> direction, cos(3Þ)=0' so ïte

Ec - K¡ (frsina$+ 
$cos+$)

(¡,4.6)

(¿¿r. 7 )

(.A.4.8)

obtain

( Atl.9 )
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